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Test A2

Név, osztály:

1) Match the sentences.

/5 pont

B Can you describe him?

A During my technical training I worked at the
Police Station of Tiszavasvári. I picked up experience
in traffic control and desk work as well.

C Why do you want this job?

B I’m not sure. I didn’t see his face very well, but
he was medium height with short dark hair.

D What are your strengths?

C I have achieved a certificate in Law Enforcement
and I would like to work as a policeman.

E Were there any witnesses?

D I have good communication skills and I am a
very good team worker.

A Tell me about your previous work experience.

E I think there was a taxi driver who saw the
incident.

2) Dear Sir / Madam,
I have noticed on your force ___________________ that you are advertising for
Probationary Police Officers ... (Simple choice)
/1 pont
apply
skills

X website
position

experience

3) ... and are asking suitable candidates to ________________ in writing. (Simple choice)

/1 pont

X apply
experience

skills
position

website

4) I am really interested in this _______________ and wish to apply for it. (Simple choice)

/1 pont

apply
skills

X position
experience

website

5) At present I am employed as a police officer, where I have picked up all the
necessary skills and _______________________you need in a candidate. (Simple choice)

/1 pont

position
website

skills
X experience

apply

6) I have very good communication __________________ I am physically fit and able
to run and walk for long periods of time. (Simple choice)
/1 pont
position
X skills

apply
website

experience
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7) True or false.

/5 pont

You have to speak about strengths and weaknesses at a job interview.

X True

False

A victim is a person who is injured or killed in a crime.

X True

False

A leg protector is part of an anti-riot suit.

X True

False

You don't have to write about your work experience in a CV.

True

X False

A shoplifter is a person who steals from another person.

True

X False

8) Match the sentence halves.

/5 pont

C The vehicle passed through an X-ray machine

A to find that her flat was robbed.

A A woman returned home from shopping

B because of the content of the messages.

B Their first idea was to blackmail him

C which detected something unusual in the cargo
area.

E No one knows what the thief looked like

D because Brown didn’t want to pay $200,000 for
the messages,

D Their plan failed

E as there was no one to witness the crime.

Értékelés:

/20 pont

Ez a feladatlap a Redmentával készült.
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